Identification of candidate genes for necrotizing enterocolitis based on microarray data.
Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) is one of the most serious diseases that could threaten the life of neonates. However the current opinions about the pathogenesis or how to prevent or treat the disease are still ambiguous. The purpose of the present study was to identify the key genes of this disease and provide new insights into the mechanism of NEC. The gene expression data of GSE46619, including 5 specimens from NEC patients and 4 samples from surgical-control infants, were collected from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were screened with regard to NEC versus surgical-control group using Limma package in R software and Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis and pathway enrichment analysis were conducted by means of Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) website subsequently. Furthermore the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network for DEGs was constructed using Cytoscape software and the most highly connected module was extracted using MCODE plugin from the PPI network. Moreover, the significantly enriched sub-pathways were identified using iSubpathwayMiner package in R software. A total of 2629 DEGs were screened out between NEC and control samples, including 367 up-regulated genes and 2262 down-regulated genes and they involved in different GO terms and pathways which may be associated with NEC onset and progression. PPI network and module analysis revealed that several genes were defined as hub genes including AGT, IL8 and KNG1. The sub-pathway analysis screened out 189 significantly enriched sub-pathways, including Tryptophan metabolism, Fatty acid metabolism, and Arachidonic acid metabolism. Genes in the corresponding sub-pathway, such as ACACB and CAT were regarded as critical genes in NEC. QRT-PCR was also conducted to identify the expression of the five key genes (AGT, IL8, KNG1, ACACB and CAT) in NEC samples. These findings have identified several hub genes (e.g., AGT, IL8, KNG1, ACACB and CAT) which were presumed to serve critical roles in NEC.